
At the turn of the twenty-first century, textile crafts
connote the local, the slow, the plural and the
repetitive in the face of mass culture and global

information, the fast, and the homogenizing impulse 
of the consumer society of late capitalism. While several
prominent authors and sociologists declared artisanal 
cultures all but dead with the advent of modernity, craft
critics in the 70s began speaking of a “renaissance” 
of crafts, particularly textile crafts such as quilting. This
renewed interest in textile crafts has found its way into 
our culture, and into the novels we read.
Women writers, particularly in the second half of the

twentieth century, have made use of the analogy between
needlework and novel-writing either by employing 
needlework as a narrative frame or by weaving textile
images directly into their texts. Literary critics have 
previously noted the metaphorical possibilities of textile
crafts in women’s writing, from the “common language” 
of the feminist poetry of Adrienne Rich in the 70s to an
American (and particularly a Black) female aesthetic
stressing community with Whitney Otto, Sherley Anne
Williams, Alice Walker, and Toni Morrison in the 80s. 
In Canadian fiction from the late 80s until today, a 
different pattern has been appearing, however, in which
sordid quiltings decry the link between textile crafts and a
mystique of traditional lineage (premised on the structures
of family, nation, religion, and gender). Here, buttons 
are obsessions and worn or bloodstained scraps of prison
garments become strange keepsakes that make their 
way into frayed incomplete quilts (a far cry from Grandma

Ellen’s nostalgic and homely rag rug made up of pink 
ribbons and scraps of blue baby blankets in Ernest Buckler’s
The Mountain and the Valley).
Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace, Austin Clarke’s The

Polished Hoe, and Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance
present new categories of character – tricksters, scavengers,
labourers – not commonly associated with quilts or textile
crafts, nostalgia or domestic leisure. They are defined by
transformation: the domestic-cum-murderess, the peddler-
cum-mesmeriser, the Untouchable tanner-cum-tailor. 
The female and male protagonists of the artisan class in
these texts do not primarily resort to sewing or quilting 
as a form of domestic leisure, but more persistently are tied
to textile labour as domestics, inmates, and labourers
through exploitative labour practices. They simultaneously
assemble and unravel their textiles and their testimonials.
Paradoxically, they resist the exploitative systems of the
prison, the plantation, the caste, and the export company
by their expert use of their craft, and their expert 
storytelling. Accordingly, the reconfigured quilt of the 
90s in these and other works of Canadian fiction no longer
represents an essentially communal female leisure 
aesthetic, but rather a labour aesthetic, in a bid to collect
and piece together the obscured and omitted existences
and histories of the past. As such, these representations
reveal the craft-making tendencies of historiography 
and constitute a model for understanding contemporary
Canadian fiction.
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